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The idea that academic work requires certain personal qualities, character traits or dispositions is as old as the university. However, no matter how ubiquitous the phenomenon, it is only in recent years, in the wake of a ‘cultural turn’ in the history of science, that historians have begun exploring ideals and practices of scholarly selfhood. This theme issue seeks to make a modest contribution to this emerging field of scholarship with articles that offer conceptual reflection, as well as case studies drawn from the Low Countries. They do so under the banner of ‘scholarly personae’, not with the intention of excluding competing vocabularies, but by way of entry into a new and not yet clearly defined field of study.

What does it take to get a PhD position in molecular pharmacology or a senior lectureship in international tax law? Judging by job descriptions posted on the Dutch website academictransfer.com, relevant degrees and excellent grades are not sufficient. Job requirements typically also include such personal qualities as ‘enthusiasm’, ‘dedication’ and ‘well-developed social
skills’. Even a PhD student likely to spend most of her time in the laboratory can be expected to be ‘a motivated, enthusiast, dedicated and flexible team player with excellent communication skills and the ability to motivate and inspire students and colleagues from various backgrounds. You also possess persistence and can work independently.’

Although this job advertisement draws on a modern idiom, the idea that academic work requires certain personal qualities, character traits or dispositions is as old as the university. Throughout the centuries scholars have judged each other not merely on the accuracy of their experiments or the explanatory power of their theories, but also on their commitment to the cause of science, their love of truth, their ability to resist pecuniary temptations, their educational talents, their skills in satisfying industrial stakeholders or their ‘grantsmanship’ (eloquently defined in Wikipedia as ‘the art of acquiring peer-reviewed research funding’). Throughout history indeed, the scientific vocation has been perceived as corresponding to a ‘scholarly self’ or a set of personal qualities indispensable for a successful scientific career – perhaps especially in contexts in which this vocation, however defined, was seen as being under threat. Although linguistic conventions for describing the scholarly self have changed over time, with ‘virtues’ giving way to ‘competences’ for example, science has been near-universally conceived as a matter not only of methods and techniques, but also of commitment and aptitude (with even the most ardent defenders of positivist science demanding ascetic work on the self).

This is not yet all. In addition to commitment and aptitude, academic identity requires role conformity in terms of conduct and appearance. Gadi Algazi has shown that when the medieval requirement for scholars to live a celibate life was gradually abandoned, new lifestyle markers quickly filled this vacuum: scholars were expected to be absent-minded, to work deep into the night and not to care about food.

4 Although linguistic conventions for describing the scholarly self have changed over time, with ‘virtues’ giving way to ‘competences’ for example, science has been near-universally conceived as a matter not only of methods and techniques, but also of commitment and aptitude (with even the most ardent defenders of positivist science demanding ascetic work on the self).

century academia, professorial autobiographies testify to the power of role-specific expectations when they apologise for not inviting colleagues for dinner or students for tea often enough. Also, there are academic dress codes, the power of which becomes especially visible when the rules in question are broken, for instance by Kees Bertels, who appeared with long hair and an unshaven beard on the back cover of his PhD thesis (1973), defended this dissertation in jeans, and after becoming full professor at Leiden continued to cause embarrassment by refusing to wear a tie.

However, no matter how ubiquitous the phenomenon, it is only in recent years, in the wake of a ‘cultural turn’ in the history of science, that historians have begun exploring ideals and practices of scholarly selfhood. Unsurprisingly, different scholars approach the theme from different angles and with different conceptual tools, depending, among other things, on their theoretical sources of inspiration. Some speak in Foucauldian vein about ‘practices of subjectivisation’, in which ‘technologies of the self’ serve as instruments for producing particular kinds of subjects. Others follow Stephen Greenblatt in employing the language of ‘self-fashioning’, while still others prefer to think in terms of ‘scientific personae’ that serve as models of academic identity. Confusingly, these concepts are not at all consistently defined, so that ‘persona’ for one historian can be identical to what another scholar calls ‘self-fashioning’. This however, should not discourage anyone from engaging with the history of the scholarly self. There is a broad consensus that selves are moulded in social practices, in accordance with repertoires of behaviour that can stretch back far in time, but which never determine individual agency: models allow for variation and require appropriation or adaptation to new circumstances. Accordingly, much of current research examines how ‘repertoires’ are being ‘performed’ in specific historical contexts, and how this relates to issues of scientific credibility, gender exclusion, institutional politics and scientific ethics.

This theme issue seeks to make a modest contribution to this emerging field of scholarship with articles that offer conceptual reflection, as well as
case studies drawn from the Low Countries. They do so under the banner of ‘scholarly personae’, not with the intention of excluding competing vocabularies, but by way of entry into a new and not yet clearly defined field of study. The issue originates in a conference held under auspices of the Royal Netherlands Historical Society (KNSG) in The Hague in November 2014, when over a hundred Dutch historians engaged in productive discussion over the relation between professional ethics and scientific personae. Four of the papers collected in this theme issue were originally presented at this KNSG conference. One or two others draw on papers presented just a few weeks later in a workshop at the University of Groningen, where researchers working in a project led by Mineke Bosch and others (‘Scientific Personae in Cultural Encounters’) met scholars employed in a project I am currently running at Leiden University (‘The Scholarly Self: Character, Habit, and Virtue in the Humanities, 1860-1930’).

The authors contributing to this issue have been invited to reflect on what difference, if any, a persona perspective might make to the history of science, in particular to the study of academic identity (what does it take to be an academic in terms of qualities that must be cultivated or suppressed?). Most of the articles offer concrete case studies to show what sort of research can emerge from this question. At the same time though, quite a few pieces engage in conceptual reflection in order to contribute to a still ongoing debate on what scholarly personae entail.

The opening piece of this issue, written by Gadi Algazi (Tel Aviv), is a case in point. It distinguishes between three persona concepts, focused on 1) individual academic self-presentation, 2) discipline-specific ideals of scholarly selfhood and 3) culturally sanctioned models of academic existence, respectively. While Algazi himself prefers the third approach, Mineke Bosch (Groningen) uses her article on Dutch historians from Robert Fruin to Annie Romein to defend the first approach as being most helpful for biographical research. In their article on the astronomer and influential Marxist thinker Anton Pannekoek, Chaokang Tai (Amsterdam) and Jeroen van Dongen (Amsterdam) also stay close to the first approach, even though they employ the persona concept not for raising issues about scholarly credibility, as Bosch does, but for examining how scientific self-images translate into actual scientific research practices.

Drawing on the case of the Belgian historian Henri Pirenne, Sarah Keymeulen (Ghent) subsequently shows that personae never come in the singular. While Pirenne dissociated himself from the ivory tower type of

12 For a more programmatic defense of scholarly personae as an analytical tool, see the forum section ‘The Scholarly Self: Toward a History of Scholarly Personae’ in History of Humanities 1:2 (2016).
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historian that he saw personified in some of his German colleagues, the persona he sought to cultivate himself also came under fire, especially late in his life. Examining how nineteenth-century scholars navigated between such competing scholarly personae, Christiaan Engberts (Leiden) focuses on the metaphor of the judge as employed by the Orientalist Michael Jan de Goeje and his colleagues. Given that the judge, not unlike the poet, the politician and the journalist, was seen as personifying a particular type of scholarly conduct, personae in Algazi’s second sense of the word can be said to be not only contemporary analytical tools for use by modern historians, but historical models too. This explains why Pieter Huistra (Utrecht) and Kaat Wils (Leuven), in a piece on the Belgian American Educational Foundation (BAEF), can argue that this early twentieth-century funding agency propagated a scholarly persona, just as the Netherlands Organisation for Scientific Research (NWO) and the Fund for Scientific Research (FWO) do so in our time by rewarding scholars for conforming to a well-defined template of ‘excellence’. Interestingly, in the BAEF case excellence was defined in physical as well as mental terms: good health was a prerequisite for being a transatlantic scholar.

The issue closes with an article by Herman Paul (Leiden), who draws attention to a number of different agendas behind the recent interest in scholarly personae. In his analysis, much of it reflects an academic culture in which scholarly selfhood has become unstable and carefully crafted self-images have moved centre stage. Yet at the same time, he argues that critical reflection on scholarly personae, past and present, can be a means for constructive engagement with currently fashionable models of academic identity. For contemporary academic historians then, a history of scholarly personae can never be an antiquarian pursuit: there is a sense in which our own academic identity is at stake (nostra res agitour).¹⁴

---

¹⁴ This introduction was appropriately written at the Max Planck Institute for the History of Science in Berlin, where Lorraine Daston and Otto Sibum once led the Scientific Personae working group that has stimulated much of current interest in scholarly personae. I would like to thank Lorraine Daston for her hospitality and for truly inspiring conversations as well as the editors of this journal, Catrien Santing in particular, for being extraordinary cooperative in the production of this theme issue. Funding was generously provided by the Netherlands Organization for Scientific Research (NWO).